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Gregorio LambranzI. (see note 47) showing Feuillet notation
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Dancing exists from moment to moment. Its

element is as much time as space, and when a

single dance, or a ballet is over, it is dead, and

cannot be revived. For the third element of danc-

ing IS performance,—what an individual dancer

brings to a given set of patterns at a certain hour.

The patterns can be repeated and the dance, in

a way, renewed, but there is always a difference.

While this is true of every theatrical presentation,

it is even truer of dancing,—because the words

of a play and the notes of a song give some abso-

lute basis for reference while in dancing we have

only the single memory of a choreographer or

the group-memories of dancers who shared his

original setting.

In this very informative number of Dance
Index, an historical outline is given of the most

important attempts to notate choreographic pat-

tern. To say that any has succeeded absolutely is

too much to claim. However, as Miss Laban shows,

a great deal of thought has circulated around

the problem, and we cannot afford to ignore the

accumulation of trial and error that has attended

the efforts of dance-designers to save their work
from an almost certain oblivion.

There has been no real supported effort to note

dance by film. What has been so far realized is

the heroic work of pioneers who, with little tech-

nical resources and almost no money, have snatched

from stage performances and rehearsals, fragments

of a whole sequence. Filming the dance is an
expensive and complex affair, but essentially it is

no more complex than making any other docu-

mentary film. Not enough chance has been given

those who are specifically interested in dancing,

rather than those who have had a small opportunity

to do dance-sequences in more or less commercial
shorts.

A start is now being made. If the chief com-

mercial ballet troupes would assess themselves a

small percentage of their annual take for a film-

pool, they would be repaid a thousand times in

usefulness and accuracy within a five year period.

Our entire contemporary ballet repertory ought

to be recorded. While we have no films of

Isadora Duncan, there are a few already of Mar-

tha Graham, but the camera-men who have taken

them have never been given the chance their

subjects merited. The field of folk-lore is a vast

one, and oddly enough, there is a more complete

film-record of native dances than of theatre-dance.

As for the ballet, the Russians and French have

done far better than the Americans.

Those interested in the subject can refer to “A
Catalogue of Dance Films,” by George Amberg,

Curator of the Department of Dance and Theater

Design at the Museum of Modern Art, with an

introduction by John Martin, Dance Index, Vol.

IV, No. 5, May 1945. In the future we intend to

publish separate issues on the extant filming of

the contemporary dance-repertory in pictures

taken by Ann Barzel of Chicago and Harold
Kovner of New York, not as works of art, but

simply for the record.

Our thanks are due the following, for their

kindness in lending material for illustrations: A.

Hyatt Mayor, Associate Curator of Prints, Metro-
politan Museum of Art; George Chaffee; Dr.

William Van Lennep, Harvard Theatre Collec-

tion; the Music Division of the New York Public

Library; Rare Book Room, Boston Public Library;

Music School and Sterling Libraries, Yale Universi-

ty; Mrs. Irma D. Bartenieff; the New York Histor-

ical Society, and George Amberg, Curator, Depart-

ment of Dance and Theatre Design, Museum of

Modern Art.
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from

THE ART OF DANCING
a poem in three cantos

by

SoAME Jenyns, London, 1729

Long was the Dancing Art unfix’d and free;

Hence lost in Error and Uncertainty:

No Precepts did it mind, or Rules obey,

But ev’ry Master taught a different way:

Hence, ere each newborn Dance was fully try’d.

The lovely Product, ev’n in blooming dy’d:

Thr’ various Hands in wild Confusion toss’d.

Its Steps were alter’d, and its Beauties lost;

’Till Feuillet,* at length. Great Name, arose,

And did the Dance in Characters compose:

Each lovely Grace by certain Mark he taught.

And ev’ry Step in lasting Volumes wrote.

Hence o’er the World this pleasing Art shall spread,

And ev’ry Dance in ev’ry Clime be read.

By distant Masters shall each Step be seen,

Tho’ Mountains rise, and Oceans roar between.

Hence with her Sister Arts shall Dancing claim

An equal Right to Universal Fame,

And Isaac’s** Rigadoon shall last as long,

As Raphael’s Painting, or Virgil’s Song.

(Canto II, 25)

* Author of Choreographie, ou I’Art d'Ecrire la danse, (Paris, 1700), (English Translation

by John Weaver, London, 1706).
** The Rigadoon (Rigaudon) as composed by Mr. Isaac, famous French Dancing Master

active in London, was recorded by John Weaver in Feuillet’s op. cit., 2nd ed., p. 101.
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Creation itself has never been fully satis-

factory to man without the knowledge that

his work would outlive him for the use and

enjoyment of those who followed. Through-

out the ages it has been the desire of danc-

ing-masters to hand down a document of

their work of which successors could avail

themselves for purposes of reproduction.

Someone thought of using the first letter of

the name of a certain dance step and put it

beneath the musical notation. Others thought

of using floor-patterns. Again others thought

it most helpful to describe or draw out par-

ticular dance steps and attitudes. However,
these experiments usually were unsatisfac-

tory, because only a fragment of the whole
was recorded. Today dancing-masters have
found out that not a single one-sided system

of notation should 'be used, but a notation

which is based on pure and theatrical move-
ment as expressed in form and space.

The material available on the subject of

dance notation could fill a volume. We are

limiting ourselves to the discussion of those

notation systems which are of theatrical in-

na^a de ^aSt'fan.

terest and lie within the field of dance as

practiced in theatres in the western world.

It is a brief outline of notation methods

referring to the ballet and the modern free

dance.

An invaluable aid in the study of dance

notation and its history is the development

of the Dance Manual. Besides the literal re-

cording of dance techniques some manuals

contain illustrative material on dance nota-

tion. Social dance manuals are mentioned

here only if any of the leading notation sys-

tems were applied to theatrical dancing. For

the sake of this study we must distinguish

between Choregraphy, the art of recording

dancing stenographically, and Choreography,

the art of composing dances.

A dance notation must within its structure

have provision for form and rhythmic move-
ment, dynamic quality, style, and finally the

expressive element. Within the spatial ele-

ment, the particular direction of a move-
ment and the position of the body must be

recognizable. Furthermore, the notation

must point out which of the movements are
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The Gugllelmo Codex
Paris. Bibl. Nat. Ponds It. 973 (see note 12)

The Giovanni Ambrosio Codex
Paris. Bibl. Nat. Ponds It. 476

executed .simultaneously, and which follow

one after the other. The greatest effort of

every dancing-master experimenting in dance

notation has been to find a way to notate

movements clearly and precisely with sym-

bols. As in the notation of music, which

shows at a glance rhythm, key and emphasis,

a dance notation system must point out in

what rhythm the movement is to be executed

and how the body and arm movements al-

ternate with the steps of the feet. The in-

dication of the direction of a movement, its

dynamic quality in sequence, and the space

level in which we execute it, must create a

visual association in our minds. It is of

ecjual importance, however, that the notation

read easily, that the symbols be associated

w'ith the movements, and that the pattern of

the composition be clear. But beyond that,

any dance notation should record a dance

group composition as a symphony is record-

ed. Movements of a single per.son within a

group; a group as such; movements of four

or more solo parts wdthin a group, and all

dancers moving separately within the group

should be as easily discernable as the parts

of the individual instruments in a symphonic

score.
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For quite some time the five lines of the

musical staff have been accepted as a use-

ful basis for dance notation systems. As the

five lines (and recently three lines) have

generally proven to be suitable, symbols

.should also be standardized in order to sim-

plify notation research.

Dance notation has fulfilled its purpose if

it can serve the dancing master in the exact

and detailed reproduction of a composition,

and enables the choreographer to check his

own work and to follow its progress.

In the following outline the chief systems

of the past and present shall tell for them-

selves how' the matter of dance notation

stands.
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Dance design. Caroso. Nobili+a di Dame, Lib. II. 1630.

The contrepaso according to the true mathematics after the verses of Ovid, forming a rose.



Egyptian. Fifth Dynasty. Tomb of Ra-em-ka. Sakkara. Girls Dancing. (Metropolitan Museum of Art.)

1450 TO ARBEAU (1588)

The history of dance notation begins with

antiquity. Records of past cultures show us

that the Egyptians invented hieroglyphs re-

presenting dance movement, and that the

Romans discovered a way to express the

gestures of the dance. As to the Greek period,

some evidence in paintings, frescoes and
ceramics shows how the dance may have

been performed at that time. From the Mid-
dle Ages no such records seem to be ob-

tainable, except fragmentary depictions of

the Dance of Death; more information re-

garding this period may yet be uncovered.

The oldest dance notation found in the

A/funicipal Archives of Cervera in Catalonia

\' as supposedly written in the middle of the

fifteenth century.^ It records movements of

the dance in signs of vertical and horizon-

tal strokes, and one sign which marks the

beginning and end of a dance. These signs

express movement in the various directions.

Two of the manuscripts are available and
Artur Michel, by pointing out the exact iden-

tity of their notational use, tells us the first

one seems to have been written by a student.

The second makes use of the abbreviation of

the names of the dance steps {K=reverengia,

9=continencia, p=passo, de=double, re=
represa). The best known example of this

method e.xists in Orchesographie written by

Thoinot Arbeau in 1588, which we discuss

later. Until the discovery of the Catalonian

manuscripts it was thought that the Burgmi-

dy manuscript and the much discussed

L’art et instruction de bien dancer of the

late fifteenth century were the first to em-

ploy letter notation. For some time these two

works vied for the honor of being the earliest

document on notation. The Dancebook

of Margaret of Austria, was printed by the

Societe des Bibliophiles in Belgium- and

L’art et instruction de bien dancer, was

printed for the Royal College of Physicians

of London in 1936.^

L’art et instruction has five pages of in-

troduction, e.xplaining the execution and

rules on the basse danse (low or ground

dance) and the manner in which the steps,

simples, doubles, desmarches

.

and branles

are to be performed. Theti eighteen pages of

music follow with the notation of forty nine

basse dances. They are similar to those basse

dances of the manuscript of Margaret’s

Dancebook w'herc forty-three of the forty-

nine appear. Coplande’s Manner of daun-

cynge of base daunces after the use of

fraunce,^ is more proof of the popularity of

the basse dances and the widespread use of

initial letter notation.®
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The notation used is that always attributed

to Arbeau, whose Orchesographie was pub-

lished in Langres in 1588. In the preface, as

edited by Laure Fonta,® we find the history

of each dance and much information re-

garding early manuscript records of the

dances described. Arbeau was bom in Dijon

in 1519, and when he became a clergyman

and could not be identified with such writ-

ing, he assumed the name of Jehan Tabourot.

His book marks a great advance over earlier

manuals. Its English translation, well edi-

ted by Cyril Beaumont,, appeared in 1925.'

Lincoln Kirstein’s analysis of this work, com-

paring it to those published before Arbeau,

is noteworthy.®

“Why dance historians have always her-

alded this method as an invention,” says

Derra de Moroda, “has always been a mys-

tery to me, as it is quite obvious that the

use of the first letters of the word is to

shorten the description. It must have been

in common use almost two hundred years

before Arbeau. . . .
”® To support this claim

we know of a letter at the Bibliotheque

Nationale at Paris of Jean d’Orleans, Comte
d’Angouleme, describing dances at a ball in

Nancy in 1445 which makes use of the same
initial letter notation.

Arbeau in his dialogues with his interlocu-

tor Capriol mentions one Antonio Arena,^®

whose poems of the dance were fashionable

some sixty years prior to the publication of

Arbeau’s book. Three of Arena’s dances are

named along with four basse dances, Arbeau
telling Capriol that he should know some-
thing about these dances of a great past.

Miss Moroda is probably one of the few to

study and compare L’art et instruction, and
Margaret’s Dancehook with the Arena work.

She points out similarities, but finds only

two dances of the same name. Arena in turn

quotes a certain Bartolus, who supposedly

copied his dances and published them, also

using the then well known letter notation.

Black figured Kylix. 590-576 B.C. Men Dancing. (Metropolitan Museum of Art.)
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Miniature from Ebreo Ms. (see note 12)

About the time Antonio Cornazano pub-

lished his Libro delVarte del danzare,^^

Guglielmo Ebreo, the Jew of Pesaro,^"

brought out a work entitled De Pratica seu

arte tripudii vulgare opusculum at Milan.

Ebreo seems to have been born around 1440

and one Domenichino is mentioned as his

teacher. Domenichino wrote a treatise on the

dance and instruction of the dance which

is extensively discussed by Michel. Ebreo’s

Trattato dell’arte del ballo was said to have

been printed first at the end of the fifteenth

century, but only manuscripts are preserved.^®

Cornazano and Ebreo were followed by Ca-

roso and Negri, the next prominent Italian

dancing-masters.

Marco Fabritio Caroso published II Bal-

larino in 1581 at Venice. Other editions ap-

peared in 1600, 1605, and 1630. Making
use of letter notation he also transcribes

fashionable French dances. The 1605 edition

changed its title to Nobilitd delle Dame,
much new material was added and the text

rewritten in a dialogue form. Desrat in his

dictionary says: “It is on the imitation of

Arbeau’s work that the first foundation of

his choreography lies. . . . This is not

94

correct in as much as Caroso in his fore-

word of the 1581 edition tells us that the

second part of his book contains various

dances and ballets which were fashionable

in Italy, France and Spain. It is not easy

to read the notations of Caroso and Ebreo,

but they are the main ones left of that rich

period which record the principles of social

dancing. Only with the aid of their notation

can we reconstruct these dances as per-

formed on festive occasions.

Negri’s Le Nuove Inventione di Balli, re-

ported printed in 1602 and 1604, is along

the lines of Caroso’s notation, and as Oscar

Bie^’ states, its only contribution is the thirty-

seven short biographies of other dancing-

masters \vhom he met during his career.

M arco Fabritio Caroso.



However, among the illustrations of his book,

we come across the support used for exer-

cises at that time. This ec^uivalent of the

barre, never before explained, is an impor-

tant discovery made by George Chaffee.^®

It was a stout rope, suspended from the

ceiling so that it could be grasped at shoul-

der height. It offered enough support for all

the balancing e.xercises and was in fact, ideal,

for it kept the dancer’s weight on his feet

with a minimum of tension in the body. Like

the barre of today it was a gentle corrective

and a necessary aid during the study of

dance technique.^®

Of all the letter notations the one rec-

orded in Orchesographie won the widest

acclaim. The symbols used accord with those

of the five important dance movements then

in fashion. R—reverence

,

b

—

Branle, s

—

sin-

gle, d—double r

—

reprise. It is the same ab-

breviation as used in basse dance movements.

In Arbeau’s book, however, we find also the

Pavane, Gagliarde, Volte, Gourante, Alle-

mande, Branle, Gavotte and Moresca men-
tioned.

Attempting to list the various dancing-

masters and their notation in chronological

order we come to one M. Favier and his

work. All we know of him is he designed

short entertainments called mele de la mu-
sique et danse, a combination of music and
dancing. We will learn more about his sup-

posed system in connection with the article

in Diderot’s Encyclopedie.

One of the most important ballet-masters

was Pierre Beauchamp.®® He served under

Lully, who, as the director of the Acadernie

Royale de Musique, was very much con-

cerned with the progress and development

of theatrical dancing. Beauchamp made his

debut in 1661, at the age of twenty-five, in

Moliere’s Les Fdcheux. He is said to have

been the author of a manuscript, Choreo-

graphie, for which, according to Menil, he

applied for copyright in 1671. “A decree of

Parlement confirmed the copyright of his

invention, but there is no record left to

prove his discovery.”®^ Beauchamp stayed at

the Academic as ballet-master for twenty-

one years, retiring in 1678. He was succeeded

by Louis Pecour,®'^ who in turn witnessed the

debut and instantaneous success of Louis

Dupre in 1715. Dupre the Elder, so called

because at least three generations of his

family joined the ranks of great dancers at

the Academic, became the teacher of No-
verre. Dupre was the dancer of whom Dorat
wrote in his poem La Declamation, that “he

moves among mortal dancers like a god”;

and he is the same who ventured into the

circle of writers on dance notation. His

Methode tres facile et fort necessaire was
published in Le Mans in 1757.
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Canary, Galliard and Sarabande from Kellom Tomlinson’s 'The French Art of Dancing" 1735. (Library of Congress).
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FEUILLET AND HIS FOLLOWERS

Despreaux, a well known premier danseur

around 1770, claims that Arbeau was the

inventor of a system of dance notation, but

that Raoul Feuillet, with the assistance of

the great dancers Pecour and Beauchamp,
produced one with such new and revolu-

tionary elaborations that he must be entitled

to the special credit of a creator. Feuillet’s

Clioreographie, on Part de decrire la danse,--

\vhich was immediately successful, appeared

in 1706 in two English translations. The Art

of Dancing, demonstrated in characters and
figures, by Paul Siri,s, is the less important

ol the two books. In comparing the original

of Ecuillet with Siris’ translation I found

that the latter reproduces symbols with one

variation, namely that he changes those lines

Kellom Tomlinson. (Chaffee Collection).

which appear in Feuillet’s work as s-shapes

into straight lines. The second translation,

the work of the famous English dancing-

master, John Weaver was published under

the title of OrchesographyP^ A reference to

Feuillet’s work on the last pages of Weaver’s

An Essay 'Towards an History of Dancing

says: ‘T cannot better conclude this essay

of dancing than by giving some account of

the great step made toward the improvement

of it, and which alone is sufficient to entitle

it to a place among the Arts and Sciences,

viz: ‘Orchesography’ . . . ,
whereby masters

are able to communicate their compositions

of what kind so ever to the rest of the pro-

fession at ever so remote a distance; and

which is brought to as great perfection as

that of music. The supposition of M. Feuil-

let, that the invention of this art received

its hrst rise from a treatise of one Thoinot

.\rbeau is certainly erroneous; . .
.
yet had

these characters been known to the ancients,

we had not at this time been ignorant of

those celebrated actors and surprising per-

formances of the ancient pantomime which

drew the eyes and employed the pens of the

old Greeks and Romans.

In 1735 Kellom Tomlinson published the

translation of an entirely independent French

work, entitled 'The French Art of Dancing,

wherein he records a minuet in Feuillet’s

notation. He changes the length and shape of

the original Feuillet symbols, and his nota-

tion is not explicit as to the direction and

duration of a movement. Nor does it show

any more precise relationship between the

steps and nrusic than there is in Feuillet.

Feuillet dedicated his book to Pecour and

not to Beauchamp, whose student he is said

to have been.-® Previously, only horizontal

niovcments along the lino of the floor-pattern

wei'c recorded, but now vertical movements
are included as well. Having described the

positions from which each dance is to start,

Feuillet succeeds in indicating steps, jumps
and movements of the head, arm and knee,

along with tempo and directional notations.
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The treatise starts with an explanation of

the shape of the room and its four corners

in relation to the dancer and his individual

movements. Next he indicates a separate

square for marches and rounds which are

done in a definite pattern within the shape

of the room. Then all steps and single move-

ments are explained on the horizontal line,

and that line is placed in the indicated square

according to the direction by which the

dancer will move. There is an appendix of

dances composed by Feuillet, showing them

in diagrammatical formation, and finally

some dances arranged by Pecour, of which

La Bouree d’Achille is the most interesting,

covering over eleven pages of minutely de-

tailed sequences of the dancer and the floor-

pattern.-® The untrained eye considering his

notation can see where the dancer moves, but

a further explanation is certainly necessary

to facilitate a knowledge of the manner in

which the dance is to be executed. Desrat

notes the following: “.
. . the old method

of Feuillet and Pecour allows us to recon-

struct the steps precisely, while dancing to

the tunes of the good old cadences. A singer

can hold a note for a long time, but a dancer

once he leaps into the air must return to the

ground.”-" Kirstein, with other historians,

remarks; “There is a cjuestion whether that

widely translated and popular work edited

by Feuillet is actually his invention.”-® To
clarify this point I have examined the article

on Choregraphie which appeared in Dide-

rot’s Encyclopedie.-^ First we learn that there

is no mention of any dance notation before

the dictionary of Furetiere which lists Ar-

bcau’s method and states that he w'as the

first and only one to describe the steps of

the dance with the note of the song; under-

neath each note is written the step which

he thought should be executed with it. As

to the way in which these steps should be

executed successively he either says nothing

or explains them in a roundabout w^ay. A
little further on the article states: “it did not

occur to Arbeau to make figures with these

lines in equal part corresponding to the

musical measure, to give definite characters

(symbols) to each movement and to place

these characters under each division corre-

sponding to the even lines, as had been done

up to then. ...” Then we learn the terms

and names used in the dance and the author

tells us what they mean in dance language.

After that he points out different positions,

singly, by twos and threes etc., and the di-

rections the dancers must take in the room
or on the stage. Then the musical measure

and the strict observation of its rhythm is

explained. At greater length he gives us the

various possible attitudes of the arms in ad-

dition to their accepted positions. The plates

illustrating the text are bound in the appen-

dix of Volume II. These plates, and the ex-

planation in the article allow us to recon-

struct the dance Pas de deux lutteurs as

danced by MM. Louis Dupre and L. Javi-

lier^o in Les Fetes Greques et Romains^^ at

the Opera in Paris. They first danced this

pas in a Paris revival of Fuzelier’s heroic

ballet in 1733.®- Dupre was accorded the

title le grand, though Javilier often danced

his roles and was his partner in many ballets.

Both were dancers par excellence.

Knowing that Dupre e.xecuted this pas,

it became a matter of conjecture whether or

not he also composed it. In my endeavor

to solve this cjuestion neither the article nor

the jrlates in the Encyclopedie could give me
any information.

Probing further into the matter I discov-

ered in La Danse^^ by Cahusac that M.
Lami was its ballet master. He also informs

us that this pas de deux lutteurs or ‘dance

of the wrestling-match’ was an important

composition as it showed how such violent

action could be made artistically enjoyable.

But the real significance to us is that through

this notation we are able to study this pas

as it was actually performed by these fa-

mous dancers.

The text in the Encyclopedie explains the

dance quite in detail. The dancers, A and B,
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start at the same time, from different corners,

executing the same movement, while ap-

proaching each other. Symmetry and coun-

terpoint being the author’s foremost con-

cern, he elaborates on this particular phase,

before going into the actual dance routine.

As we are informed in the Biographie

Generale, Louis Jacques Goussier, the author

of this article was a Professor of Mathe-

matics, commissioned by the Academy of

Arts and Sciences to write all the special

articles which dealt with the mechanical arts

and inventions, as well as those on Fine Art

and the dance. Goussier continues; “A
manuscript of Mons. Favier has fallen into

my hands and I believe that it will give

much pleasure to the public, if this author’s

system is explained; all the more so since his

books probably never will be printed. I shall

report on his judgment on the methods of

choreography of which his own, he pretends,

.should be the leading one. That is what we
discuss in the following. ‘Some,’ says Favier,

‘try to write the dance by using letters of the

ABC, a method which has limited possibilities.

All of the steps they can notate amount
to twenty-four. (Fr.

)
Others have added

numbers to this invention and use, in order

to mark each step, its initial letters, for

example: h=Bouree, m^rninuet, g=gal-

liarde. These two fashions make a very pri-

mitive method indeed, but there is a third

(M. Feuillet’s), which appears to have the

best foundation. It is expressed by lines that

show the figure or the floor pattern which

the dancer makes, to which lines one adds

all that the two feet can execute; but what-

ever success this method may claim, I would

not suggest dropping what I have found out

on the same subject and perhaps my work

will be received as favorably as his without

diminishing the glory that this genius has

acquired by the belles choses which he has

given us’.”

‘‘The idea of marking the time of the

steps by forms and shapes occurred to Mons.

Favier, but it was transmitted by M. Dupre
and we introduced it into the choreography

of M. Feuillet, where it was missing. The
principle difference between these two meth-

ods is: the first marks the value of the step

on the representative symbol; the other uses

symbols and marks the time value on top of

musical notes. These marks in reality should

have great utility, but the author does not

advise making use of them, as they cannot
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suggest the complete scope of the choreog-

raphy and music of the dance in question.”

He goes on with examples, but we are

more interested in points such as: “These

different symbols by which one can describe

the movements, actions, positions, and which

make up a dance, must be assembled; that

is a procedure which can be made in many
ways.” Also: “If he (Favier) could success-

fully accomjilish this, as he hoped to, he

would have reason to be satisfied with his

reflections.” In short, it is the author’s con-

tention that Favier took Dupre’s idea and

put it together with some of Feuillet’s work,

introducing few minor changes. He goes on

and mentions that one can also write ‘sus-

pended movement’ in the new system on top

of the dance notation, and put it on ordi-

nary music-sheet paper, so that one could

at a glance recognize a written dance for

a duo, trio, or larger group of dancers. Gous-

sier then proceeds to make a very brief com-

ment on the two methods; “We believe,

however ingenious the invention of M. Fa-

vier was, one should still adhere to that of

M. Feuillet, where the symbol of the steps

is given; the more so, since we hav'e made
the change as recommended by M. Dupre,

where the time value of the steps is recog-

nized by marks on top of the music notes,

as mentioned before. The inconveniences

caused by the failure to mark the symbols is

infinitely greater than that caused by slight

discrepancies in the placement of musical

notes; i.e., it is of minor consequence whe-

ther notes are written on, between, or under

the lines of the staff as some authors have

suggested.

A few historians mention a notation by a

certain M. Magny who was a student of

Feuillet and who published a volume on

notation. Principes de la Choregraphie in

1775. While Magny, in the foreword, ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with Feuillet’s system,

his notation does not differ essentially from

that of his master and teacher. Desrat says:

“It seems to us an unintelligible dabbling.”^®

MODO, EJS qUE SE DEU
hnllar lo Contrapns curt; y pot
srrvir taiiibc per lo Conirnpds
Cerda, ab tots los seguhs, qne
se coulenen per ballnrlo, com

se refereixen en lo present

txcrnple.

COMENSAMENT.

P; imerameni, cs a dir, quc a

cada cap de seguil, quo Iii veu-

ris una creu, se lia dc puiilcj.ir;

y alli aliont do lii vcuias siiio

un punt corn aqucix . son no

mes, que girais; y advertcix, quc
tois los scgults, que veuras, que

la crca es al costal dret, y ve-

nen de la drcta, y aixi malcix

los quc vcncn de la drcta, se

Lan dc puntcj.ar a la csquerr'a.

Advcrlint tanilic, quc dcsprcs

dels viiyt girats, es la priniera

allargada, y dcsprcs de las set

ondas, cs la segona
;
que se co-

nci.xcn esser allargadas, perque

trasjiassan de la ralla, y son mes

llaigds que las allras scgucnls.

Compost, y rcprcsenlat per

Jaiime Itos
, y Vdaplana del

Llocli de Sant G report.

Etch. Imprcnla y Llibreria de Ignasi Vails, any i845

Con+repaso: Catalonian notation. 1845.

In the 18th century in Germany various

schemes for writing down dances were ex-

plored and one work of rather minor quality,

the Rechtschaffener Tanzmeister, written by

Gottfried Taubert,®’ discussed the French art

of dancing at length in connection with their

social manners and customs, versus those of

Germany, and he transcribes some of the

dances recorded in the manner of Feuillet’s

notation.

The same model is followed by Dufort,
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whose treatise emphasized the dances of the

nobility. Its title is Trattato del Ballo No-

bile}^ Dufort to my knowledge is the first to

record the pirouette (probably at first a sim-

ple turn on one foot), as it was danced in

the minuet.

By the unanimous acceptance of Feuillet’s

notation the dancing-masters of England,

Italy, Spain, Germany, and France not only

establi.shed it as the leading system of the

eighteenth century, but its standardization

allowed them to know and understand each

other’s dance creations. Indeed, the uniform

acceptance of this notation reached an in-

ternational standard which has yet to be

matched in our century.

Next in chronological order we have Le

mditre a danser by Pierre Rameau,®'’ ballet

master at the Court of Spain. He credits

Beauchamp with the five positions of the

feet which he describes in his book, showing

some of them in illustration. As described

by Feuillet in his notation the five “abso-

lute” positions and the five “intermediate”

positions were a necessary prerecjuisite for

the dances of Nobility. At the Academie, the

teaching of Beauchamp’s five positions be-

gan to be accepted for theatrical dancing

and we learn from Rameau that: “What is

called a position is nothing but a certain pro-

portionate movement taken in order to keep

apart or bring together the feet within a

measured distance, with the body in bal-

ance, or in a position at perfect ease, whe-
ther walking, dancing, or standing still.

These positions were put in use through the

efforts of the late M. Beauchamp, whose
idea it was to give to the dance this much
needed arrangement. They were not known
prior to him, which proves that he thorough-

ly investigated the subject.” His work was
the accepted bock on ballet technicpie dur-

ing the eighteenth century. In order to ex-

plain with complete clarity the five positions

cf the feet and the many complicated

movements of the hands, and the arms, Ra-
meau taught himself the art of engraving.

When noting the steps he writes them into

the floorpattern, this being a simpler and

improved form of the Feuillet system. The

five positions cf the feet, as we learn from

the various old dance notation treatises have

remained unaltered to the present day with

slight modifications on the angle of the po-

sitions. Lincoln Kirstein compares the first

position of the ballet as it was executed in

1725 with the one executed today. The two

feet—heel to heel—at an angle of 45 degrees

in 1725 were the first position. In 1830 under

Carlo Blasis this angle increased, and today,

the accepted standard of this position places

the feet at an angle of 90 degrees.

When we speak of the five positions in

the ballet, as they were put on paper by

Rameau, and the arm and head movements
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Gymnasium of +he Academic Arts. (Dancing, Fencing, Horsemanship). Anonymous engraving, ca. 1690.
(Chaffee Collection).

as indicated by Feuillet and his followers,

then we also have to consider the art of

fencing. This art is closely allied with the

development of the dance and its technique.

Its formal history starts in the late Medieval
period and during Rameau’s lifetime fenc-

ing was at its height; a rival to the dance
in precision, grace and elegance.

The art of fencing as practiced in Spain
was taken over by the French in the sixteenth

century. Sainct Didier’s work of 1573 won
wide acclaim, and it contains the procedure
of instruction in much text and ample illustra-

tion. It was .soon to be overshadowed by the

work of Fabris.^- The latter presents the

Italian school which developed from a sport

into a rhythmic exercise. Fencing emploved

from its early beginning, a strict and svs-

tematic method, using “major” positions and
"intermediate” positions for certain forms of

attacks. These teachings included as manv
as eight basic positions in the eighteenth

century, of which, however, only the third

and the fourth are similar to those of the

hv'e ballet positions. Rameau, who records

the principles of ballet technique as prac-

ticed at the Academic

,

wrote down in nota-

tion what seemed to be the standardized

accejitance of the five positions as put into

use by Beauchamp. Only with the establish-

ment of the Academic Royale de Musique
under Lully in 1671 did theatrical dancing
emerge with its strict professional technique.

One dance step in ballet, the pas de fleu-
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ret, was definitely taken over Irom fencing.

The Encyclopedic points out the importance

of this step in the ballet, and presumably it

received its name from the Fleuret, the most

elegant of fencing weapons. The manner of

execution of the pas de fleuret is given by

Desrat,^® and by Dr. Sachs. Its description

is very similar to that of the pas de bouree=

a demi coupe, a pas marche sur les points du

pied et demi fete. This, then, is a typical

step arrangement as the fencer uses it. The
books on fencing further mention such well-

known dance terms as; engaging and disen-

gaging, the reprise and double (redoubled

thrust), the manner of advancing and retir-

ing, as well as the pas in second, third, fourth

and fifth position, and their combinations.*®

In addition to the practice of fencing, the

horse ballets were introduced to the rest of

the Continent from Spain. The balletto a

cavallo was the most lu.xurious kind ol no-

ble entertainment arranged at the Courts of

Italy, France, Belgium. Austria, Germany,
and naturally Spain. Besides the grand cx-
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hibition of expert riding, there was usually

a demonstration of a sham-attack by saber,

swords or fleuret, these being performed on

horseback. I mention this briefly as in the

collection of George Chaffee I came across

a sheet of notation, which shows stenogra-

phically portions of the spectacle II

as set down by the choreographer Alessandro

Carducci. (illustr.) The various entries were

entitled “Dances on Horseback,” presenting

the Volte, Gigiie, Allemande, Sarabande, etc.,

as highlights of the entertainment. This fad,

which originated in the Renaissance reached

its culmination in the period of the heavily

ornamented Baroque.

Before the ballet claimed its own place in

the theatre it was part of such entertain-

ments as the trionfi, carnevali, masques,

tournier and other special Court festivities,

with the dancing performed mostly by Nobil-

ity. We therefore may assume that with the

separation of the royal and the professional

performer dance technique developed into a

more intricate art. It is thus that Rameau is

the first to put into print the five positions

as used in the ballet proper.

At this point some mention should be made
of Gregorio Lambranzi, who, according to

his own statement, taught dancing di balli

Francesi, Inglesi, Ridiculi e Seri], in aria ed

a terrad' His book exists in a number of

editions all of which are profusely illustrated.

Each volume contains about a hundred
plates with a few bars of music and a few

lines of explanation for the dance beneath

each one. His presentation is similar to Ra-
meau’s in as much as both use simple, gen-

eralized illustrations to show a single, per-

tinent position of the performer. From the

evidence of his title page it would seem that

Lambranzi must have known dance notation,

but his own work docs not have examples of

the dances in notation.

A system related to Rameau’s was pub-

li,shcd by Karl Lange, Anfangsgriinde der

Tanzkiinst, in which he presented English

and French Contre dances.^® He records

the skeleton of the dance only, leaving the

details to the individual dancing master.

Otherwise Lange’s method is obsolete and

forgotten.

While Rameau has been credited with

having put into print the five positions of

the feet, Malpied is considered to have been

the first to put on paper the five positions of

the arms. His Traite sur I’art de la danse"^^

is dedicated to Mine. Gardel (nee Hubert,

called Miller), of the Academie. Beaumont,

in his Bibliography of Daticing''^ also refers

to the fact that Malpied was the first to

write down the five arm positions. Before

him arm positions were indicated by Feuillet

and Rameau as they occurred in the differ-

ent dances, but here we have the positions

in notation symbols, and below each one a

number shows the proper sequence. Malpied

gave further great attention to the place-

ment of the hands and even the fingers,

that is, he tells us how they are held during

the minuet and other dances. I found that

even though Malpied uses sign variants, his

principle of notation is the same as Ra-

meau’s.

A contemporary of Diderot’s, Giovanni

Gallini, instructor of ball room dancing, ap-

parently studied the article on Choreographie

in the Fncyclopedie and stated that it is

generally unintelligible and useless. He is

the author of Critical Observations on the

Art of Dancingd^ He does not give us nota-

tion in the literal sense of the word, but he

wrote out floor-patterns and descriptions of

Cotillons. Gallini shares Noverre’s skepticism,

both their statements on notation emphasiz-

ing that it is of little use to apply such a

system unless one were to devote one’s entire

career to it. I further mention him in par-

ticular as his book is listed as one of the

earliest dance manuals in an American

auction catalogue.®"

Gennaro Magri made his contribution with

Trattato di Ballo,^^ which is partly different

in its application of notation. He notes the

floor pattern first, then puts down the posi-
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tions of the arms, indicates pauses of move-

ments, and shows movement motifs, but iie

does not write the movement of the feet in

notation. His book contains Minuets and

Contre dances. We know that Magn, and

thirty or forty years before him Dufort. stu-

died in France, then went to Italy to teach

and most likely they were accjuainted with

Fcuillet’s system of notation.

Another author, the ballet master Guil-

lemain, saw his Choreographie, ou Part de

decrire la da?ise^^ published, dedicating it to

Mile. Crillon. Further I found a listing of

'instructions sur la danse, extraites des saintes

licritures, leur piete et leur science’ by a

certain Abbe Hulot."'® We know of other

such attempts by the clergy. However, they

do not basically contribute to the problem

of the notation systems and have therefore

no bearing on this historical outline. A de-

light! ul discovery among the po.ssiblc systems

of dance notation is one by the famous cari-

caturist Grandville for the ‘Musique Reli-

gieuse’ from the Komische Notengemdlde.

Dancers in poses, instead ol musical notes,

are placed up and down the five lines of the

musical staff’.®®

The old problem of devising a workable

notation also occupied Salvatore Vigano. We
learn from Schikowski®" that Vigano tried

to compose a pantomimic alphabet, consist-

ing of sequences of continuous poses. He
was not successful with it. Schikowski says

that from some of his material the content

can be deduced, and the act divisions of a

ballet are visible, but there is nothing that

would tell us anything about the execution of

the dances.®®

The ballet master Jean Georges Noverre,

dynamic reformer of the eighteenth century

ballet, did not write specifically on dance

notation in any of his published works; but

he too was confronted with the problem of

notation according to various sources. We
know from Andre Levinson,®'* that Noverre
reflected in one of his letters that a good
musician could read two hundred measures

of music per minute, whereas a good bal-

let master requires two hours to work twenty

dance measures. Noverre further believed

no symbol could be substituted for a move-

ment. Even though he claimed that could

not be done, Noverre recognized that many
po.sitions may be written down, and that it

would be of paramount importance to be

able to note a particular secjuence in the

most precise details. Gaspare Angiolini, fa-

mous ballet-master and contemporary of

Noverre, however finds Feuillet’s system

quite .satisfactory, as it contains all princi-

ples of the ballet of the period. In Angiolini’s

opinion, Feuillet did more for the future by

recording some of the dances in notation

than Noverre who failed to do so.®°

ST. LEON AND OTHERS

The nineteenth century offers at least four

fundamental works, which are reputed to be

of cjuestionable c]uality. Such evaluation,

however, proves to be unjust because, upon
closer examination I found the individual

authors attempting to establish a method of

notation that would encompass all the vari-

ous types of dancing. That these attempts

did not lead to immediate success, is another

matter. If we retrace our steps to the earlier

history of dance notation, we find that the

recording of the early social dance and its

technique was developing slowly into a form

of highly specialized notation, mainly for

theatrical use. Books on ball-room dancing

appeared frequently, but their use of nota-

tion was along the lines of existing methods

rather than of new inventions. Hence we
have only mentioned those which are in-

trinsically related to the progress of theatre

dance-notation. These authors did specialize

on existing techniques and combinations of

steps, thus falling into the old error of limit-

ing their notation to their particular needs

and period. If, instead, they had employed

more basic devices, notation would have as-

sumed a more practical aspect. For the catch-

all svmbols used bv those authors were of lit-
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tie value to other generations in quest of a

means to note any particular part of a step

they might invent. However, even though

their work was not crowned with complete

success, they achieved a closer interrelation-

ship of dance and music, thus laying a

sounder foundation for a future develop-

ment, and due credit must be given to them.

Carlo Blasis wrote thirty-seven treatises in

connection with the dance. One of his very

earliest works is the most outstanding. In his

Traite eletnentaire : Theorique et Pratique

de Part de la danse, he describes in pre-

cise words his theory of how to train danc-

ers. He is a pure technician and as such

gives us exercises for the legs, the arms, the

body, the most frequently occurring posi-

tions, combinations of steps, attitudes and

arabesques, as well as group movements. In

the appendix of this book, plates illustrate

the foregoing text with drawings of danc-

ers in positions, showing the intermediate

transition of the movement.®® He does not

find dance notation a satisfactory method
either as an aid to teaching or for recording

dance compositions and therefore recom-

mends his visual method because “it leaves

no room for confusion and renders long ex-

planations unnecessary.” Blasis was one of the

first continental dancing masters who left

their imprint on the American dance. Several

of his pupils who reached world fame visited

this country, some of them remaining per-

manently to carry on the tradition of his

school. However, there is no evidence that

anyone of his .school used dance notation.®^

Generally the history of dance notation is

divided into three phases. The first being the

era of “letter” notation; the second could be

known as the ‘Feuillet’ method; and the

third era is usually considered to start with

Charles Victor A. St. Leon’s Stenochore-

graphie.^^

The first paragraph of St. Leon’s book

gives an explanation of all the signs used

and shows their adaptation. All steps done

on the ground are placed on the five lines.

those which rise from the floor are drawn in

the space between the lines. Above the five

lines, a larger space is left before the sixth

line, the shoulder line, is drawn notating the

movements of the torso, head and arms.

Contrary to previous methods the signs are

drawn as seen by the spectator; therefore all

that is on the right side is really the left

side of the dance and vice versa. For instance

the five positions of the feet are drawn by

a horizontal line over two perpendicular

lines and a number giving the positions writ-

ten beneath the whole; a point is put at the

side of that foot which is set back for the

third, fourth or the fifth position. St. Leon

does not consider it advisable to fix certain

signs for certain steps, as he points out that

it would only confuse the pupil since not all

teachers call the steps the same. He prefers

to notate each movement of a step with its

corresjjonding body, head and arm move-

ment. He employs repeat signs. When writing

the notation above the music, each move-

ment is drawn above the note on which it is

performed. If a movement is held during

the period of several notes, it is only drawn
once, and the position is only altered

where the new sign is written. His system

follows a single person through the entire

routine of a dance.®® He was not only a

great dancer in Vienna, London, Paris and
Milan, but he became one of the few noted

ballet-masters in late nineteenth century

Russia, where he wrote, danced, and staged

many of his ballets. In all of dance history

he was one of the few who won equal fame
as a great violinist. Enrico Cecchetti, fa-

mous Italian ballet-master, made use of this

method of notation with slight modifications.

He found it to be the most satisfactory of

all the methods of notation he had known.

Next in line is Wladimir Stepanov, who
was on the staff of the Ballet Academy at the

Imperial Marinsky Theatre in St. Petersburg

teaching dance notation. He brought out a

very interesting book UAlphabet des Mouve-
meats de Corps HumainP' The notation was



placed between the five lines of the musical

staff. Its symbols, resembling musical nota-

tion, represent the upper part of the body

when the stem of the note is pointing up,

and the lower part of the body, when it is

pointed down. In place of the clef a sign is

drawn, indicating the dancer’s starting posi-

tion. Stepanov is accredited with having rec-

orded the most important ballets by Petipa,

esteemed teacher and one of the major

forces of the Russian School of the Ballet.

However, these ballets in the notation by

Stepanov could only be reproduced as long

as the memory of the performance was alive

among the performers; today we can recon-

struct it only approximatively. I conclude

that his method must have brought him a

degree of success similar to that of St. Leon.

Here I should like to include some com-

ments on Stepanov by George Balanchine,

one of the outstanding ballet-masters of our

time.®* When he studied at the Marinsky

Theatre it was obligatory for all students to

take the course in dance notation. It was

there that he became acquainted with Ste-

panov’s method. He recollects he found the

method of great use, because it served well

to write down all the movements in detail,

thus efficiently expediting the study. Since

he came to this country, creating many
ballets of his own, he has ceased to use Ste-

panov’s method because he feels it no longer

suffices in the light of the new technicjue that

has evolved. However, he expressed a desire

to see a dance notation system succeed which

could notate all the new and modern move-
ments.

After the Italian Blasis, the French St.

Leon, the Russian Stepanov, we can briefly

discuss the German Bernard Klemm. He was

one of the influential dancing teachers whose
HaJidbuch der Tanzkunsf^^ saw many edi-

tions. In his studies of then existing nota-

tions he found Arbeau’s no longer valid and
Blasis’ not entirely satisfactory. But he re-

tained the visual idea of Blasis for purposes

of class room instruction and demonstra-

tion with slight modifications. To write down
dances he, like Arbeau, used a musical no-

tation. His system became widely known. It

may be defined by the following: 1.) The
musical rhythm is the guide of the dance.

2.) Corresponding to the movements of the

right and the left foot, stems are drawn on

the right or the left side of the musical note;

two stems are drawn if both feet move. 3.)

A variety of musical signs is used for the

interpretation of knee bends, for toe and

half toe steps, for back- and forward, and

also for sideways movement. 4.) Short ver-

bal explanations add to the exactitude and

comprehensiveness of the notation. Klemm
states that just as music will never be able

to reproduce the artist’s mental conception

of his work, dance notation cannot success-

fully hold and record a performer’s grace,

quality and individuality. Klemm, however,

as so many before him, did not reach his

goal and the few sound principles which he

had raised fell by the wayside.

The last of the nineteenth century pio-

neers in the field of dance notation to be

mentioned here, is Albert Zorn. Stepanov,

speaking of Zorn’s Grammatik der Tanz-

kunst,'^'^ compares his method and the vari-

ous other attempts of notation by saying that

“it presents an unhappy modification of the

St. Leon system,” and that the symbols are

mere stylized figures of the human body in

single poses. He further criticizes the absence

of a rigorous way to register movement,

states that it hampers the artist’s creative

imagination, and that it lacks orientation of

direction. Then he finds that it omits basic

body positions, and that no harmony between

movements can be seen. Contrary to this

statement Cyril Beaumont says about Zorn’s

endeavor that “the author took the greatest

pains to formulate a system with which it

would be possible to record every move-
ment that might occur in dancing.” Zorn
himself mentions that he held consultations

with Paul Taglioni,'^ St. Leon, and other

noted choreographers. He examined all the
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obtainable books on dancing in order to

understand thoroughly what had been done

and what remained to be done.

Since Feuillet’s time dance notation has

undergone vital changes. This is due mainly

to the fact that the training of students of

the dance of the late sixteenth century can

hardly be compared with that of the nine-

teenth century. But two things are pursued

in the same vein; the method of notating

the floor pattern and the record of the danc-

er’s movement. Then as now, dance notation

systems had to be subjected to compromise.

Zorn’s treatise was to be the outstanding one

on the technique of the dance as practiced

in the final decade of the last and the begin-

ning of our present century. His method

bears some relation to both Blasis' and

Klemm’s systems. He make use of the human
body drawing and he places the rhythmical

structure of the music as used for the dance

between the music proper and the dance no-

tation. Zorn employed definitions borrowed

from Klemm, which proved to be sound for

the technique of dancing for both their re-

spective generations. First he explains his

method, then its values and merits, then he

demonstrates notation with exercises in as

great a variety as possible.

The arm movements have their own
rhvthm sequences. Torso movements have a

sign placed within the music staff. The music

note itself tells us which foot moves, which

direction is taken, and indicates the length

of time a movement requires. But nothing

indicates the change from one movement to

another. Zorn’s success spread so rapidly

that his work soon served as a textbook of

dancing for academies in Europe and danc-

ing teacher’s associations in America. After

Zorn’s death Gustav Engelhardt revised and

edited his book again and again. The latter

was a pupil of Zorn, and himself an accom-

plished ball-room teacher. For our interest

it might be mentioned that Mr. Alfonso

Sheafe translated Zorn’s Grammatik and

promoted this system of notation in Amer-
ica.'®

It was my original intention to devote a

separate paragraph to dance notation and its

history in America, but the pertinent ma-
terial is so widely dispersed in time, and so

incidental, that I decided to attach it where

it does not interrupt the natural flow of

events. One item, however, refuses to find

its proper place; M. Francesco, a well known
ballet-master of His Majesty’s Theatre, Lon-

don, visited the Academy of Music in New
York in 1882 and according to the Evening

Post~* he used dance notation; “.
. . making

mystical figures upon a sheet of paper,

which the master calls ‘Disposition of forces,’

black-men, red-women. {L’Africaine) M.
Francesco says that he does not mark the

kind of step that each girl gees through, be-

cause he knows better at the rehearsal what
step will suit best the music and the stage.”

He further remarks that “famous ballet-

masters have left minute instructions of bal-

lets which were produced some thirty and
forty years ago, and which are still followed.”

This, as far as I can ascertain, was the first

case of dance notation making newspaper

copy in America.

Of lesser effect were the methods em-
ployed by ballet masters like Roller,'® Bour-

nonville,'® and Adice.'' Their notations wei'e

helpful only for their individual uses. But

every century produced such minor meth-

ods and in our time, those of Meunier,'®

Parnac,^“ Wust,®° KooP® and even that of

Gustav Fischer®® did not obtain the dancers’

lasting support. They were too inflexible to

be applied to all the various types of danc-

ing, too complicated to be memorized, and
too simple to hold all the details of a dance

in notation.®®

We must not overlook, however, the

unicjLie attempt of Professor Peters. His sys-

tem represents a mixture of Feuillet and

Siris, plus a sprinkling of St. Leon and Ste-

panov. He uses musical notes as .symbols for



his notation, indicating the direction by put-

ting the stem of the note either to the right

or lelt side (see Stepanov), u'hich designates

that either the right or left foot is doing the

step. Movements of the entire leg in motion
arc placed over the five lines of the musical
staff

;
between these lines ‘petit’ movements

which go before and after ‘grand’ move-
ments (see St. Leon) are inserted. He indi-

cates his turns in duration and direction with
symbols used by Feuillet (curved like those

of Siris) . His signs for sur les pointes and arm
positions again remind us of those used by
St. Leon.

Professor Peters asks his readers “not to

expect to make use of the present method by
taking down on sight these notes (however
incomplete) in secjucnce form.” On the con-

trary the aim is “to record and make precise

all the details of the execution of a dance,
and to give a true picture as to its form and
to its rhythm.”®^

LATEST EFFORTS

In the twentieth century dance notation
took on new aspects. As all new media at

the time of their inception spell fear and
apprehension to adherants of the old, the

development of motion pictures seemed
capable of replacing dance notation as a
method of recording the dance. Such hopes
however soon were proven to be premature.
The value of seeing Pavlova or Argentina on
the screen cannot be disputed, and the film

has proved to be a constructive medium for
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wings by anonymous 19th century Italian Ballet-master. (Chaffee Collection).



class-room instruction. But dance notation is

a means to an end and not the end itself.

What we see on the screen is a finished

product, the result of a great number of re-

hearsals and both student and teacher are

really interested in the component parts of

a dance. Taking into consideration the eco-

nomic aspects of a film as compared with

those of dance notation, it becomes apparent

that the film cannot yet replace notation.

Once the student has assimilated the com-
position of a dance, with the aid of nota-

tion, the film may be used as a supplemen-

tary means towards perfection. Nancy Brock

states: “The best film can only be to the

dance what the phonograph record is to

music—a synthetic account of the actual per-

formance—it can never be a substitute for

a written method of notation. This means.

that a musician who is preparing for a per-

formance will study music from the music-

sheet and not from the record. And it seems

to me that not even the trained eye can

reproduce a dance in its minutest details by

merely viewing a film, even if it is viewed

repeatedly. No one can express the differ-

ence between the two media of recording

the dance with more accuracy, and more
authority than John Martin, who reflects;

“There are at least three grounds, quite

apart from the theoretical, on which the

film is inadequate as a substitute for a

script. In the first place, what the camera
records is not a composition but a perfor-

mance. There is no guarantee in any parti-

cular film that the dancers in the subordi-

nate roles, let us say, were capable of per-

forming the work as the composer con-
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from Ballet "The Holy Torch", text, chor-
eography and notation by Mme. Dohn-
anyi, (Else Galafres) 1937.

ceived it. There is also a certainty that the

personal styles of the performers colored the

work itself, adding interpretation to what
should ideally be a simple statement.” Tak-
ing the camera-men’s work into considera-

tion, Martin continues: “Movement on the

film is transitory. It must be memorized in

passing. It is impossible to study a phrase,

a passage, a section, as such. A written script

makes possible the projection of entire motor
patterns at will for definite periods; it af-

fords a means for the genuine study of a

composition in its formal structure. It pre-

cludes the necessity for dancing by ‘eye,’ that

horrible and illiterate equivalent for playing

by ‘ear’.”«8

Dance News^’’ magazine devoted a brief

article to: Where Dance Notation Fails, and

the London Dancing Times,^^ in a partial

reprint, echoes agreement. Both say that the

motion picture is the best form of notating

a compo.sition of the choreographer. How-
ever, that thesis is insufficiently supported,

for the question remains: to what ends does

the choreographer want to keep his records?

If he wants to use the film for the purpose

of establishing a permanent record of his

own achievements, the motion picture is the

most suitable means. But, if he wishes to

prepare a new production at a time when
his own recollection of the dance has faded,

or if another ballet-master wishes to repro-

duce a colleague’s past production, their

best aid would be script. For what both are

really interested in is precise, detailed infor-

mation and data of the dances. I have placed

so great an emphasis on the dispute over

the relative merits of motion picture and
dance notation, because the issue has too

often been misrepresented, with utter disre-

gard to two vital considerations, namely, ap-

plication and purpose of dance notation.

Let us return to notation experiments and
see how they develop in the twentieth cen-

tury, in spite of the motion picture’s appar-

ent competition. Vaslav Nijinsky, whose ill-

ness so tragically eclipsed the sun of his suc-
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cess, proposed a system of notation. Accord-

ing to Lincoln Kirstein: “It could be as

easily read as music. That is, a ballet compo-
sition could be preserved, similar to an or-

chestral score. Steps were on staves like mu-
sical notes, each one referring to a master-

key. The master-key was a ball divided into

segments. Taking the human body as its

greatest extension, he described a network

of circles, tangent to stretched arms and legs,

which became in three dimensions an im-

aginary sphere tight-massed with every pos-

sibility of movement within its extremities.

He collaborated with a physician in order

to make it anatomically feasible. Not only

dance movement, but motions for sport, in-

dustrial activity, phy.sical exercise could be

simply recorded. ... It has never been pub-

lished.”®® I have not seen the original manu-
script of Nijinsky’s notation which is in the

possession of Mme. Nijinsky. As all geniuses

believe that one of their accomplishments

will earn them everlasting fame, when actu-

ally another achievement enters their names
into the annals of history, Nijinsky consid-

ered his system of notation his greatest con-

tribution to the dance.

Margaret Morris, prominent English dance

teacher, wrote a book on Notation of Move-
ment she refers to her own method saying

that it might more correctly be called “the

notation positions.” For it is the position

that the movement is leading to, which is

recorded. The movement being taken for

granted, it is indicated by ‘transition’ signs.

Miss Morris says that some of the positions

can be written more than one way correctly.

Slie leaves us the most obvious alternative

by saying “use that position which is simplest

to write.” All through her work I find the

sketches which hold the poses very well

drawn, but the accompanying dance nota-

tion symbols fail to convey a clear picture.

In France Pierre Conte, published his

method, based on numbering directions in

space. A seven line staff was required in his

notation with one line for each of the fol-

lowing: Expression, arms, head, trunk, feet,

positions and directions. M. Conte, along

with other French authors of lesser signifi-

cance, has outlived his notational creations.

In Italy, Ft. A. Chiesa devised a system

called Motographia for recording move-
ments of the ballet.®' His system is related to

the musical notation types, stressing the ele-

ment of time common to both music and
the dance. In his case the value of the nota-

tion symbols corresponds to the value of the

music notes. Chiesa also places notes between

the five lines of the staff to represent various

parts of the body. This system was just an-

other comet, vanishing as abruptly as it had
appeared.

There is a native American attempt in the

field of dance notation by Sol Babitz, whose
Ontline of a new Method of Dance Notation

is partly discussed by him in the American

DancerP^ His scheme entails three major
processes. As he himself has stated them,

they are: “1. Observation—seeing or know-
ing movement. 2. Analysis—discriminating

among the various aspects of the movement
and deciding which one is essential for the

adequate description of it. 3. Writing—des-

cribing the movement on the staff with as

few symbols as possible.” John Martin com-
menting on Mr. Babitz’system points out that

he is not a dancer and “ventured upon this

task because the need was so manifest and
the remedy apparently so simple. Based on
the principle ‘write what you see’ this natu-

ral notation was invented in five minutes.

Subsequently five years were spent in a pro-

cess of simplification. ”'‘® Using a
j/4 inch

graph paper, Mr. Babitz calls an upright

rectangle—two squares by five—a unit. With-

in these units are placed all movements of

the body. To indicate the continuity he uses

for every movement a new unit, without

noting the rhythmic and dynamic qualities.

It is one of the few methods appealing to

the eye, but upon closer examination certain

defects become apparent. In view of the

steady progress of dance notation from curt,
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abrupt representation of single poses and
steps to smoothly flowing patterns and mo-
tifs, Mr. Babitz’s method does not quite

reach the goal.

Other dancers w’ho occupied themselves

with the problem of notation are Doris

Humphrey, who used Jaap Kool’s system,”®

employing for class room practise a scroll from

which the dance was read, and Miss Jean
Craighead who developed a system of notat-

ing the modern dance and its technique, and
wrote her thesis on this subject.”® Gertrude

Cross advanced an idea to describe dance

movements in Kinesiological terms, but noth-

ing more is known to me than her article on

the matter.”' James Naidich has actually

worked out a .system, as he puts it: “for a

dancer who wants to keep a record of her

compositions.” He uses a ball and its divided

segments freely, recording movement as a set

of static po.sitions with intermediate nota-

tion of certain steps or movements which
need to be especially marked;”® Alwin Nico-

lais, while studying dance notation, hit upon
a new concept. It was developed from mar-
ginal notes which he wrote down as an ev-

planation for symbols he found not wholly

satisfactory. He says that his own way of

recording lies in the plan of the use of no-

tation. He has demonstrated and tried out

his system. He gave lectures at the Hanya
Holm Studio, New York University and at

Adelphi College recently and has been fa-

vorably commented on. VVe look forward

to seeing his method of dance notation in

print.

Social dancing also had some contribu-

tions, but they do not notate movement it-

self, they mostly confine their recording to

floor patterns, providing additionally either

numbers or letters for the dance steps. Dance
notation proper notates all movement and

can easily describe ball room dances. Since

the ball room student’s training is for sociable

purposes only, he rarely comes in contact

with any kind of dance notation.

This article finds its logical conclusion in

the work of Professor Rudolf von Laban,

accomplished European choreographer, danc-

er and theoretician of the dance, who wrote

various monographs on dance notation un-

der the title of Schrifttanz.^° Like others be-

fore him, he considered the methods in ex-

istence, and after thirty years of research on

his own method he found the answers to

some of the cjuestions that faced previous

masters. What they were unable to achieve,

Laban finally made reality. He wrote and
lectured on dance notation almost weekly,

over a period of ten years. It is partly

through this intensive effort that he was able

to perfect his system eventually to become
a satisfactory method. Before him, notation

efforts culminated in a D A N C E notation,

with emphasis on the dance. He, however,

created a method which records pure move-
ment and which can be called universal, as

it is equally applicable to ballet, the modern
dance, acrobatics, sports, folk- and social-

dancing, and to other stage action as well.

An interesting by-product of the Laban sys-

tem, WORK notation, has clearly estab-

lished its pertinence and practicability in in-

dustry and rehabilitation centers. Laban’s

notation is adaptable to every composition

by whom so ever it may be created, also

noting the difference of style and form as

conceived by the individual composer. La-

ban’s script follows every movement of the

human body and records the new position

to which the movement is leading; it holds

the direction of the movement in space and
gives the exact timing. All of which assures

fluency in understanding and reading. In ad-

dition Laban took into account the shifting

of weight, which has never before been con-

sidered in connection with dance notation.

The system has been shortly outlined by

the editors of the Dance Notation Record^^^

as follows: “There is a basic staff which is

divided vertically by center lines, and then

into vertical columns. This staff represents

the body; all columns right of the center line
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are for the use of the right side of the body,

those to the left are for the left side of the

body. Each part of the body has its column.

The symbols of direction are placed within

the columns. These direction symbols show

by their shading, the level; and by their

length, the time value of the movement. The
directness and economy of the system is

proven by the fact that one symbol indicates

the part of the body that moves, the speed

of the movement, and the direction and level

of it. The notation alphabet includes symbols

for the joints
(
shoulders, knees, elbows, etc.)

;

for various surfaces of the body (palm, face,

chest, etc.); signs for touching, clapping,

sliding, turning, floorpatterns, dynamics, and

so on. There is no movement that cannot be

written in the Laban system of notation.”

Laban had many ingenious co-workers

who helped to make this method successful,

who put it into practice wherever they

could, held meetings with and without the

master, to establish this notation as a com-
mon language to all dancers. Some fifteen

years ago it reached America. Two of Pro-

fessor Laban’s outstanding disciples. Miss

Irma O. Betz and Mrs. Irma D. Bartenieff,

taught and lectured on this subject, publish-

ing a loose-leaf folder Elementary Studies in

Laban Notation, which is the most vital con-

tribution up to date, in this country.^®^ Early

in 1940 Janey Price and Henrietta Green-

hood, who studied with Miss Betz in New
York, Ann Hutchinson, who studied with

Sigurd Leeder in England, and Helen Priest,

who studied with Albrecht Knust in Ger-

many, met to pool their information and

material. This meeting led to the formation

of the Dance Notation Bureau (located in

New York)
,
with Hanya Holm, noted modern

dance creator, and John Martin, famous

dance critic of the New York Times, as their

advisors. This Bureau is the authorized

branch of the Laban Archives in England.

Primarily they are concerned with teaching

dance notation and secondarily with stan-

/

Rudolf von Laban, drav/ing by Hein Heckroth. 1929.

dardizing its application.^"- Their quarterly

publication, the Dance Notation Record,

was launched early in 1943. Each of its is-

sues interprets their aim : to spread the

knowledge and the use of the Laban script

for universal understanding among dancers

and dancing teachers. At present the Bureau

is coaching such famous artists as George

Balanchine and Miss Agnes de Mille in La-

ban notation. Ballet masters of today are

aw'are that their works can be preserved for

future reference and interpretation by means

of dance notation.

After centuries of trial and error dance

notation has now reached a stage where-
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let masters, and to all people who seek to

record movement as such. It is universally

applicable, and through expert propagation,

available to all who are interested. But the

from it can be presented to all dancers, bal-

last word has not been spoken, for dance

notation as perfected as it may be, has un-

limited possibilities yet unexplored.
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A genuine dance notation is the represen-

tation through the use of symbols, of ideas

which are expressed by movement. The
fact that the content of movement becomes

understandable through its shape and rhythm

is not surprising, since all that we can really

see and apperceive in movement is its shape

and the relationship between shapes as they

follow one another.

So, any movement notation must be based

on the study of the shapes originated or

written in the air by the moving person’s

body.

The character of each particular shape

can only be understood by comparing it with

others, and this leads to the discovery of

their relationships.

Movement-shapes are dynamic in them-

selves. They differ from the fixed shapes of

objects which we see in our surrounding in

that they are constantly changing as long as

the movement proceeds. It is only if the

movement stops that one can observe object-

shapes, which are, however, always the re-

sult of a proceeding movement.

Floor patterns in old choreographies are

imitative symbols, because they map out ex-

actly the path which the dancer has followed

or has to follow in his dance.

More recent forms of choreography dis-

pense with floor patterns, because an exact

determination of steps, movements and turns

leads to the desired pattern on the ground.

Here the notation of the floor pattern is no

longer imitative, but a logical consequence

of the accumulated details or elements of

the locomotion.

For all that, of course it is not yet sym-

bolic if there is no meaning behind the pat-

tern, that is, if it is not representative of an

inner movement in which the idea of an ex-

perience is expressed.

In later ages the movements can no longer

be seen in the objects because they are ef-

faced by polishing. The charm of the sketch-

like paintings and modellings of modern art

lies in the fact that one sees or feels the

movement of the artist who did the work.

These movements, as far as they are adapted

to the idea of the work, are symbolic in the

highest sense.

To a certain degree the shapes drawn
might be imitative, but the symbolism of the

movements used refers to sentiments evoked

by the inner vision of the thing represented.

Imprints of emotional movements, or move-

ments charged with emotion thus constitute

a further contest of movement records.

Photography, and especially film w’ork, is

in a way movement-recording of the imprint

kind.

One thing is remarkable in all these rec-

ords, and that is that they are work produced

by purposeful movements.

Dance notation is not only used for rec-

ording purposes, but also for the fixing and

analyzing of personal performances, which

can be found to be right or wrong and can

lead to correction and improvement.
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It is the desire to help the individual, as

well as to attain high standards of perfor-

mance, which has led to the invention of

movement notation, and which must be the

concern of any conscientious choreographer

in his work.

Movement notation is not yet fully real-

ized, and so many factors are behind the

invention or rather building up of a genuine

script of movement, one will understand

what care should be given to its develop-

ment and the right selection of symbols and
their systematization.

It is not enough to find some more or less

impressive or understandable representations

of bodily gestures and steps.

It is a new form of movement research

which must stand behind the art of jotting

down movements, and this research must be

carried on by a conscious and conscientious

estimation of the human values represented

in movement.
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